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EXT. CORN FEILD

Taylor, Jamie, Matt, Kelsey,
and Ian are all out side.

Jamie, Ian, and Matt are in the
corn feild pissing and Taylor
and Kelsey are waiting on them.

		TAYLOR
	So are you going to ask
	Ian to marry you?

		KELSEY
	No, he's going to ask, I
	don't want him to feel like
	a pussy when I ask.

		TAYLOR
	Okay. Finnaly there done.

Jamie, Matt, and Ian are walking
to the truck.

		TAYLOR
	What took so long?

		IAN
	Well four cans of beer
	has to go some where.

		TAYLOR
	Well I take care of that
	problem.

Taylor goes inaide the truck and
pulls out a plastic bag of beer
and chucks it in the corn feild.

		JAMIE
	You bitch, you can't do
	that!

		TAYLOR
	Well, I just did.

		MATT
	Lets not fight, we need
	to get going.

		TAYLOR
	Okay, everybody in the
	truck!

Taylor and Jamie sit in the
front and Kelsey, Ian, and
Matt are in the back of the
truck.

		MATT
	Lets go!

They drive off.

EXT. OUTSIDE

Taylor looks at the gas
tank gauge.

		TAYLOR
	Shit!

		JAMIE
	What now?!

		TAYLOR
	We are going to need more
	gas.

		MATT
	I saw a sign in the
	back that said a few
	miles until diner.

		TAYLOR
	Yeah, we'll go their.

Taylor drives off.

Taylor looks at Jamie
then looks back at the road.

		KELSEY
	Taylor watch out!

Leatherface is standing in
the middle of the road.

Taylor turns the truck, the
truck flips.

Kelsey, Matt, and Ian fly off
in the corn field and Jamie and
Taylor are in the truck.

Taylor screams.

		JAMIE
	Shh.

Taylor stops.

		JAMIE
	Some body help!

FADE OUT

FADE INTO:
Corn feild.

Kelsey, Ian, and Matt 
are now waking up.

		KELSEY
	I think I broke my
	arm.

Ian stands up and helps
Kelsey.

		IAN
	Yeah, you broke it.

Ian takes off his shirt and rips it
to help Kaelsey hang her arm to her
cheast.

		IAN
	There, all better.

Matt runs over to Jamie and
Taylor.

		MATT
	Hold on guys.

		MATT 
	Guys, need some help 
	here!

Ian and Kelsey run over to 
help Matt.

		IAN
	Cover your face.

Jamie puts his face in his hands
and Ian kicks the window in.

		JAMIE
	Ok, pull me out.

They pull out Jamie with no problems.

Matt kicks in Taylor's window and
pulls her out.

Taylor wakes up.

		TAYLOR
	Help?

		MATT
	Where going to get help.

Matt lets go of Taylor.

		TAYLOR
	God my head hurts.

		MATT
	Yeah, you hit your head
	pretty hard on the sterring
	wheel.

		KELSEY
	Guys, we beter go find help
	now.

		IAN
	She's right, lets go.

Taylor, Jamie, Kelsey,
Matt, and Ian are walking
down the road.

A cop car pulls up.

Its Sheriff Hoyt.

		HOYT
	Well, howdy kids, do ya'll
	need and help today?

		MATT
	Yeah, we need to get to
	a phone.

		HOYT
	Sure, I'll give ya'll a
	lift to a house just up the
	road here.

		TAYLOR
	Thank you so much.

		HOYT
	And where off.

FADE OUT

FADE IN:
The Hewitt Home.

EXT. OUTSIDE

		HOYT
	Okay, where here.

		KELSEY
	This house look pretty
	old.

		HOYT
	Oh it is, it is.

		HOYT(con'd)
	Well, I'm going to leave 
	you kids here, don't get 
	lost.

		MATT
	Thanks for the ride.

Hoyt walks off.

Taylor and Jamie walk in.

INT. HEWITT HOME

The door locks behind them.

		JAMIE
	What the fuck?!

Taylor walks over to the door.

		TAYLOR
	Its just locked, see.

		JAMIE
	Can it be unlocked?

		TAYLOR
	Of course.

Taylor goes to unlock the door
then the doorknob falls off.

		TAYLOR
	Here's a problem.

		JAMIE
	What now?

Taylor shows Jamie the broken
doorknob.

		JAMIE
	What the fuck?

		JAMIE(con'd)
	Now how are we going to get
	out of this place?

		TAYLOR
	Relax, there has to be a 			
	back door.

		JAMIE
	I hope so.

		TAYLOR
	Come on.

Taylor and Jamie go inside the
kitchen.

		TAYLOR
	Hello?

		JAMIE
	Hello?!, Anybody Here?

Taylor looks outside.

She see's Matt, Ian, and Kelsey 
looking at the house.

CUT TO:
OUTSIDE

EXT. OUTSIDE

		KELSEY
	Do you think that the
	cop dude gave us the
	right house?

		IAN
	Yeah, unless he's a crazed
	serial killer.

Ian looks and laughs.

		KELSEY
	Haha.

Matt grabs a metal pipe 
on the ground.

		MATT
	Here, we'll use this.

All of the sudden, A Chainsaw
Starts.

		IAN
	Do you guys here that?

		KELSEY
	Yeah, it sounds like a 
	chainsaw or a leaf blower.

Ian, Matt, and Kelsey look behind
the house.

EXT. OUTSIDE-BACK

A large man is showing his back
and starting a chainsaw.

		MATT
	Hello?

		MATT(con'd)
	Do you need any help?

The large man turns around
and decapitate's Matt.

		IAN
	Run Kelsey!

Ian and Kelsey run into
the front of the house.

EXT. OUTSIDE

Leatherface is chasing
Ian and Kelsey into a barn
house.

INT. BARN

Ian and Kelsey hide behind
a large stack of hay.

Ian holds Kelsey's mouth
as Leatherface comes in.

Leatherface walks up to a 
stack of hay and searches.

Ian looks at Kelsey.

		IAN
	I'm going to go and you
	go find Taylor and Jamie.

		KELSEY
	No, I won't!
		(beat)
	I'll go with you!

		IAN
	No, you can't he can
	only get one of us, 
	I'll be okay, you go find
	the others and I'll meet 				
	you guys at this barn.

		KELSEY
	Okay.

Kelsey kisses Ian.

		KELSEY
	Don't die on me!

Ian jumps out of the hay.

		IAN
	Hey dumb ass!

CLOSE UP:
   Kelsey's face

Kelsey begins to cry.

		KELSEY
	Please god.

Kelsey looks up and sees
nothing.

Kelsey crawls over the hay
and runs out of the barn

EXT. OUTISDE

Kelsey looks at Matt's
dead body and cries.

Ian comes dashing though
the corner.

		IAN
	He's coming!

Kelsey and Ian run into
the house.

INT. LIVING ROOM

		KELSEY
	Lock the door, Lock the Door!

		IAN
	I'm Trying!

Ian locks the door.

Leatherface cuts threw the
door.

		KELSEY
	Shit! Ian he's coming!

Ian tripps over a wire.

Sheriff Hoyt walks in.

		IAN
	Thank god.

Ian stands up and
runs.

		HOYT
	Go get them and kill them.

Leatherface runs after
Ian Kelsey.

CUT TO:
Kelsey and Ian finding
Taylor and Jamie.

		KELSEY
	Thank god we found you.

		IAN
	We need to get the hell out
	of here!

		TAYLOR
	What are you talking about?

		JAMIE
	And Where's Matt?

		IAN
	Matt's dead.

		TAYLOR
	What?!

		KELSEY
	There's no time to explain
	we need to get the fuck out!

Leatherface finds The group.

		TAYLOR
	Run!

They run outside.

Taylor see's Matt's
dead body.

		TAYLOR
	Shit, Matt!

		JAMIE
	Yeah, and that will us
	if we don't leave.

Leatherface pops out of the
house.

		IAN
	Shit.

		IAN (con'd)
	Barn!

Taylor, Jamie, and Kelsey make it in.

INT. BARN

Ian runs but Leatherface slashes his
back with the Chainsaw.

		IAN
	Shit!

		JAMIE
	Ian!

Leatherface grabs a pitchfork
and stabs Ian in the back of the
head.

leatherface drops the chainsaw
and keeps the pitchfork.

		KELSEY
	He know's where we are.

		JAMIE
	Shut up!

Leatherface throughs the pitchfork
and it stabs Kelsey.

		TAYLOR
	No Kelsey!

Taylor pulls out a small pistol
out of here pocket.

		TAYLOR
	Go To Hell!

Taylor shoots Leatherface in
the head, he falls down.

		TAYLOR
	Now's our chance.

Taylor and Jamie make it out.

Leatherface gets back up and 
picks up his chainsaw and
runs out.

EXT. OUTSIDE

A pickup truck drives by.

The truck stops.

Taylor points the gun at the
truck driver.

		TAYLOR
	Let us in.

		TRUCK DRIVER
	Ok, get in.

Taylor and Jamie get in.

		TAYLOR
	Now drive!

The truck drives off.

END










































